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Race Hosting 

Drone racing is a sport where racers guide their radio-controlled drones using onboard First Person View 

(FPV) cameras and goggles to complete a course as fast as possible. Spectators are entertained by watching 

due to its fast pace and competitive nature. Dallas Drone Racing is a Tier 1 Chapter of MultiGP providing race 

events to the public in the Dallas/Fort area with a home field in Carrollton, Texas. We host frequent 

competitive gatherings and casual events entertaining sponsors, pilot and spectators.  

Race hosting provides a great opportunity to attract customers and spectators to your location however 

there are many steps to conduct a successful entertaining race as well as ensure the safety of the pilots and 

spectators. It takes 30 to 40 man hours for us to plan, set up, conduct and tear down the track.  Dallas drone 

provides the labor and expertise along with our equipment to your site to conduct a race for a fee of $500. 

Below outlines the steps Dallas Drone Racing performs the ensure your race is a great success. 

Pre-Planning 

A visit to the site to evaluate it for event potential will be at no charge if within 50 miles of DFW and $75 per 50 miles 

additional rounded up to the next 50 miles (i.e. 0-50 is free, 51-100 is $75, 101-150 is $150).  This is to cover the time 

and fuel of the race staff that go to the site (google maps is used to determine distance). 

Preparation 

We load event essentials: race obstacles, track cones, canopies, tables, chairs, safety netting for pilots and event staff, 

audio system, video system, 8-way RF timing/tracking system onto trailer. 

• This typically take 2 people 1-2 hours to load up and verify 

Transport 

Transport event essentials and event staff to the site of the event. 

• We are located at 2304-2312 Sandy Lake Rd, Carrollton, TX 75006 

• First 50 miles is included then $6 per one-way mile after that (google maps is used to determine distance) 

Course Set Up 

Setup all event essentials: staff area where video streaming, race organization and timing will take place.  Design and 

setup a racecourse based on event location. Designate areas where pilots will setup, pilots will fly from, spectators 

can view from, race staff will be located to judge the race. 
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• This can take 2-4 hours to accomplish depending on the amount of staff members and track complexity 

Race Time! 

Run the event with 3-8 pilots flying at one time in 2 minutes + finish the lap racing, up to 5 minutes between races 

excluding track repairs or unforeseen delays. 

• An event lasts 3-8 hours with 2 staff members minimum and 4 staff members preferred 

• During the race there will be tv monitors placed in certain areas with live feeds from pilots view on race band 

1-6 

• At the end of the event we will have a top 3 place podium list and present them with any prizes we have 

donated for them 

Tear Down and Cleanup 

Tear down all event essentials, load on to trailer, clean up all event related trash that was deposited by pilots and 

event staff (propellers, drone pieces, zip ties, etc.). This excludes spectator trash.  Transport all event equipment back 

to storage location and place back in storage. 

• This takes 2 hours not including travel 

Race Booking 

To reserve your race date Dallas Drone Racing requires 50% deposit of race fee and the balance will be due at setup 

on race day. 

Race Cancellation 

Either party can cancel the event for any reason up to 48 hours prior to the event scheduled start time with a full 

refund. An event can be canceled within 24 hours prior to the event start time (by the host) with a 50% refund. 

Weather related cancellations can be rescheduled and if cancelled will be fully refunded.  

If you would like to host a race at your location please contact us and we would be 

happy to discuss options. 

 


